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Abstract
This artifact is a companion to the paper “Scala
with Explicit Nulls”, where we present a modification to the Scala type system that makes nullability
explicit in the types. Specifically, we make reference
types non-nullable by default, while still allowing
for nullable types via union types.

The artifact contains an implementation of this
new type system design as a fork of the Dotty
(Scala 3) compiler. Additionally, the artifact contains the source code of multiple Scala libraries that
we used to evaluate our design.
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Scope

The artifact substantiates the paper’s contributions (reproduced verbatim in italics below), not
including the formalization of type nullification:
We retrofitted Scala’s type system with a mechanism for tracking nullability, using union types.
To improve usability of nullable values in Scala code, we also added a simple form of flow
typing to Scala. The artifact contains a fork for the Dotty (Scala 3) compiler that
implements the type system for explicit nulls described in the paper, including
flow typing.
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So that Scala programs can interoperate with Java code, where nulls remain implicit, we present
a type nullification function that turns Java types into equivalent Scala types. The compiler
contained in the artifact implements type nullification as described in the paper.
This can can be verified through a test suite also present in the artifact.
We evaluate the design by migrating multiple Scala libraries to explicit nulls. The main
findings are that most of the effort in migrating Scala code to explicit nulls comes from
Java interoperability, and that the effort is significant for some libraries. The artifact
contains the source code of multiple Scala libraries used to evaluate the effort
required to migrate Scala code to the explicit nulls type system. The artifact
contains instructions for how to (manually) generate the tables appearing in the
paper. Due to mismatching library versions, the results (e.g. number of errors
per thousand lines of code) obtained from the artifact do not exactly match those
in the paper, but the high-level findings of the paper continue to hold.
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Content

The artifact is packaged as a Virtual Box VM (an .ova file) containing:
A detailed guide describing the artifact.
A modified version of the Dotty compiler containing the new explicit nulls type system.
A test suite for the new type system.
Copies of the Dotty Community Build libraries used to evaluate our implementation.
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Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS).
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Tested platforms

We have tested the VM with VirtualBox Version 6.1.6 r137129 (Qt5.6.3). The OS installed in the
VM is Ubuntu 18.04.
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License

The Dotty compiler is available under an Apache License 2.0 license. The community build
libraries are available under their respective licenses.
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MD5 sum of the artifact

5aa27baba97d324c2e28d5361e5a672e
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Size of the artifact

5.1 GiB

